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Introduction

• Business strategy evolved in the last decade from: 

– Sustained Competitive Advantage (Porter 1985)
to

– Transient Competitive Advantage (McGrath 2013) &                    
Blue Ocean Strategies (Kim & Margborne 2015)

• Competition often new entrants with new approach, technology driven, 
not fettered by historic CRE

• Fundamental business and CRE requirements are now agility, 
dynamism and flexibility to allow business to grasp opportunities
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Problem Statement

• CRE alignment models do not consider implementation of the 
realignment process. 

• No empirical research to determine extent that CRE “agility has 
become an overarching objective” (Joroff & Becker 2017: 33)

• Dynamic alignment capability provides CRE with structure to quickly 
adjust, shedding peripheral space first (‘pay as you go’ and then 
short term leases) (Gibson & Lizieri 1999)

• Surplus property provision (SPP) indicates ease of realignment or 
the lack of CRE agility
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Questions
1. Do business/CRE metrics differ between companies with an SPP and 

those without? 

2. What triggers making an SPP? Hypothesis is SPP increases as 
Turnover and/or Profit and/or Profit Margin and/or FTE decline.

3. The longevity of the SPP indicates the dynamic alignment capability of 
CRE. Cuts to CRE should be short term space

4. With dynamic alignment SPP should comprise short term leases 
(peripheral space). Therefore, as SPP increases and leases <5 years 
decrease.
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Methodology
• 170 companies from FTSE350 

• Analysed company accounts from 2007 to 2014 inclusive 

• Companies categorised - Finance; Professional Services; TMT; 
Manufacturing; Retail and All Companies

• Descriptive analysis of sectors to provide overview, with t-test

• Distributed time lagged auto-regression model:  

• 1 year lag

• Enter method

• 95% confidence limits

• Multicollinearity threshold = 0.700
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Q1: COMPARISON BETWEEN SPP AND NON-SPP COMPANIES

• ALL COMPANIES – SPP companies larger, but non-SPP grew more 
(turnover, profit, net assets, FTE and lease total)

• FINANCE – Profits: SPP -28%, Non-SPP +35%. Leases: SPP -10%, 
Non-SPP +29% 

• PROF SERVICES –SPP profit margin smaller, fewer FTE’s yet more 
CRE

• TMT – Non-SPP only 15% of size of SPP, but grew significantly more
• MANUFACTURING – SPP smaller than non-SPP 
• RETAIL – SPP materially larger
• Overall SPP larger but not as profitable. Non-SPP growing CRE at 

greater rate
• CRE only declined for Finance, grew for other categories
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Q2: REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SPP WITH BUSINESS METRICS

• FIT >0.75 bar Manufacturing (0.458)
• Hypothesised inverse relationships of SPP to business metrics
• PROFIT – inverse All Companies and TMT
• TURNOVER – positive All Companies, TMT and Retail
• FTE – positive Manufacturing
• PROFIT MARGIN – negative Retail and positive TMT

• SPP increases as profits decline – as hypothesised
• SPP increases as turnover and/or FTE increase
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Q3: LONGEVITY OF SPP
Coefficient of auto-regression indicates rate of decline:

• TMT – 2.5 years

• MANUFACTURING – 3.8 years
• RETAIL – 7 years
• PROFESSIONAL SERVICES – 8.6 years
• ALL COMPANIES – Plus 0.6% per annum
• FINANCE – Plus 14.2% per annum

AGILITY MEASURE – only TMT and Manufacturing exhibit dynamic 
alignment capability
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Q4: REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SPP WITH LEASE METRICS

Hypothesised negative relationship between SPP and leases of <1 year 
and < 2-5 years

• FIT >0.7 bar Manufacturing (0.436)
• <1 YEAR – Positive: All Companies and Retail. Negative: TMT 
• 2-5 YEARS – Positive: Finance
• >5 YEARS – Positive: TMT

Hypothesised SPP increases as <1 year leases decline only TMT 
Opposite to Hypothesis: 
• <1 year for All Companies and Retail 
• 2-5 years Finance
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Conclusion
• SPP increases as profits decline (as per hypothesis)
• SPP increases as turnover and/or FTE increase (opposite of 

hypothesis)
• Results inconsistent, but suggests if profits under pressure business will 

shed space. If expanding (turnover and/or FTE) SPP used as an 
enabler of CRE restructuring

• SPP increases as <1 year leases increase (opposite of hypothesis)
• Results inconsistent, may be moving to shorter leases, but no significant 

link to >5 years to indicate overall improvement in portfolio agility
• Only 10% of portfolio appear to have dynamic alignment capability and 

are able change portfolio within 3 years
• Agility might have been adopted as an ‘overarching objective’, but 

nowhere near achieving that objective
• TMT only sector to have agility and follows most hypotheses
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